Links to organizations and colleagues I reference:

Worldwide Indigenous Science Network
https://wisn.org/category/cultural-advisors/

PROMETRA
www.prometra.org

From the website = PROMETRA is an international organization dedicated to the preservation and restoration of African traditional medicine and indigenous science. It is an institution of scientific and cultural research, medical practice and is an instrument for African integration and international relations. Our purpose is to preserve African traditional medicine, culture and indigenous science through research, education, advocacy and traditional medical practice. PROMETRA International has over twenty chapters throughout Africa, Europe, the Caribbean and USA. All chapters are officially recognized by their governments, and all chapters are associated with organizations of traditional health care practitioners. PROMETRA International conducts scientific research, hosts international conferences and cultural exchanges, publishes a quarterly bilingual journal entitled Medecin Verte, and coordinates a world-wide network of organizations promoting African traditional medicine and culture. PROMETRA International partners with academic institutions throughout Africa, USA, the Caribbean, Polynesia and Europe.

Morehouse College Global Health Equity
https://www.msm.edu/globalhealth/index.php

Dr. Martina Whelshula, Arrow Lakes Nation of Colville Indian Reservation
https://sisterskyinc.com/bio/dr-martina-whelshula/

Dr. Jurgen Kremer, Teutonic
https://www.upeace.org/pages/dr-jurgen-kremer

Dr. Apela Colorado, Oneida-Gaul (founder of Indigenous Mind programs and who coined the term ‘Indigenous Science’)
https://1earth-institute.net/about-us/apela-colorado/

Dr. Brian Rice, Mohawk Nation
https://news.umanitoba.ca/indigenous-land-based-educator/